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Receptive field (RF) plasticity is well established for sensory deprivation in the developing visual and adult so
matosensory
cortices. Learning has long been studied
in the adult auditory cortex. Responses to an acoustic
conditioned
stimulus (CS) that is followed by an unconditioned
stimulus (US), such as food or shock (a
‘training trial’), are generally enhanced when repeated
CSSIJS pairing (classical conditioning)
produces behavioral evidence of learning [ 11, Further investigation of RF
plasticity was recently initiated to clarify how the processing of an acoustic CS is modified when it acquires
behavioral significance.

Enhanced responses
to the CS could reflect either a
general increase in neuronal excitability or a specific enhancement in the processing of a behaviorally significant
stimulus. Comparison of RFs determined before and after
training can distinguish between these alternatives [ 2.1. If
the facilitation is caused by a general increase in neural
excitability, then responses to other (non_CS) freyuenties should also be increased. In contrast, if the increased
response reflects a specific modification in the processing
of information about the acquired relationship between
the CS and the US, then responses to other frequencies
would not be increased to the same extent, and might exhibit no change or even decreased responses. This brief
article reviews recent work on learning-induced
modifications of RFs in the auditory system. Response modifications during training trials themselves are beyond the
scope of this review.

receptive

field plasticity

The auditory cortex consists of multiple fields, some of
which have a spatially organized frequency map that
reflects the organization
of the cochlea (‘primary’ or
‘tonotopic’ fields), while others lack this organization
(‘secondary’ or ‘non-tonotopic
fields’) [3]. RF analysis
was first used in work on secondary fields in the cat
[4], Ws were determined
in infragranular cells before
and after three types of training: sensitization (G/US unpaired), conditioning
(G/US paired) and extinction (CS
alone). Behaviorally, classical conditioning, but not sensitization, caused pupillaty dilation conditioned responses
(CR), which verified the establishment
of a CS-US association. Conditioning, but not sensitization training, modified RFs. RF plasticity was usually highly specific to the
frequency of the CS and was maintained unless the animal subsequently underwent extinction training, in which
case the modifications were diminished or abolished.
Analysis of pupillary behavior during RF determination
compared with acquired pupillary dilation during training trials, produced no evidence that arousal was elicited
by the CS frequency or other tones. This was attributed
to the very different types of acoustic context between
training (single tone, 1.3 min- 1) and RF determination
(I&N frequencies, 30
per minute) [ 51. Overall, these
findings indicate that associative learning produces CSspecific modification of receptive fields.
Traditionally,
to secondary

learning and memory have been attributed
sensoq cortex and association cortex but
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not to primary sensory cortex. Thus it may not be surprising that learning-induced
RF plasticity develops in secondary auditory cortical fields, To clarify this issue, RFs
were obtained from infragranular cells in primary tonotopic fields in the guinea pig [6]. The CS frequency was
never the best frequency (BF) - the frequency that is
the peak of the pre-training tuning curve - to enable
determination
of the extent to which conditioning
shifts
frequency tuning. Conditioning
(one session consisting
of 30 trials) produced behavioral CR in 4-5 trials, typical for aversive, or ‘fear’, conditioning
[7]. Highly specific
modifications of RFs developed immediately after training
and were maintained at a 24 hour retention test in most
cases. Typically, responses to the CS frequency increased,
and responses to the BF and many other frequencies decreased or showed little change, shifting tuning toward,
or to, the CS frequency which became the new BF. The
RF plasticity was highly specific to the frequency of the
CS (Figs. la(i-iii) and Fig. lb(i)).
The absence of these modifications in subjects trained in
a sensitization control paradigm (CS and IJS unpaired)
indicated that the RF plasticity is associative. It is interesting to note that sensitization training increased responses
in general, across the RF (Fig. lb(ii)). Putative differential arousal effects during RF determination
could not account for the detailed findings and in any event were not
observed [6]. Further investigation revealed that these
general increases are independent
of the CS modality.
Visual sensitization training (light/shock
unpaired) produces the same effects on acoustic RFs as does auditory
sensitization training (tone/shock
unpaired) (Fig. lb(ii))

[81.
Specific RF plasticity also develops in habituation. Following response decrements to the repetition of a single tone
for several hundred trials, post-repetition,
RFs snowed
an enduring highly specific decreased response to the
habituated frequency relative to other frequencies (Fig.
lb(iii)) [9].
Highly specific RF plasticity also develops in primaIy auditory cortex in two-tone - CS+ (reinforced), CS- (not
reinforced) - discrimination
training. Responses to the
CS+ frequency increased whereas responses to the frequency of the CS-, the pretraining BF and other nonCS+ frequencies generally decreased, both in an easy
task and in a more difficult task. Tuning shifts were retained or stronger at a 1 hour retention test. In contrast,
good behavioral discrimination
(cardiac CR) developed
only for the easy task [lo]. Thus, RF plasticity neither depends upon nor guarantees the behavioral expression of
learning. (For concordant
discrimination
findings using
partial RFs, see [ 1 l] .>
That RF plasticity includes increased response to the
CS( + ) frequency and decreased response to the BF
and other frequencies, raises the question of whether
the modifications
are sequential or simultaneous,
i.e.,
are they ‘cooperative’? A time-sampling
study, with RFs
determined after 5, I5 and 30 trials of conditioning
and
at a retention period of 1 hour indicated that these opposite changes at the CS frequency and the RF develop
simultaneously.
It is interesting to note that RF plastic
ity was present after only 5 trials of training; if not fully
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developed at this time, it continued to develop
ditional conditioning
trials and was maintained
hour retention test [I2**].

with adat the 1

Long term retention and the ability of learning-induced
RF plasticity to be expressed under anesthesia were assessed by conditioning
guinea pigs in the waking state
(30 trials given in a single session) but the RFs were determined while they were deeply anesthetized (pentobarbital or ketamine), on the day before training and from
1 hour to 8 weeks after training
[ 13**]. CS-specific RF
plasticity was present at the first post-training
retention
period and for as long as 8 weeks following training, the
longest period tested. That RF plasticity is expressed in
the anesthetized state provides yet another indication that
it is’not the result of arousal to the CS frequency during
RF determination
[ 13**].
The rules governing tuning shifts have not yet been completely delineated. It appears, however, that there must
be some pre-training excitatory response to the CS frequency and that the shifts to the CS frequency can be as
great as 1 octave ([4,13**]; NM Weinberger, unpublished
data).
A very recent study using a novel paradigm for discrimination conditioning
reports opposite effects on RFs in
the primary auditory cortex of the gerbil. Responses to
the CS+ were decreased relative to responses to CS- frequencies (all other frequencies including the BF), so that
the CS frequency lies at a local minimum of the post-training RF ( [14..] ; F Ohl, C Simonis, H Scheich, Sot Neurosci
A& 1992, 18841; F Ohl, H Scheich, unpublished
data).
The authors point out that this effect provides for ‘lateral
contrast enhancement’ (Fig. 2).
There are striking differences between the training methods of this study and previous studies that might be
responsible
for the different findings, In the example
above, discrimination
conditioning
and RF determina
tion were highly similar: one of the several frequencies
used to obtain the RF was paired with shock; also brief
tones were presented repeatedly at rates greatly exceeding those used in standard training situations. An advantage of this novel procedure is that it minimizes contextual differences between training and RF determination
[5] while a possible disadvantage is that subjects may
not acquire frequency discriminations
under these conditions. No behavioral data were reported, precluding infer
ences about what the subjects learned. The authors point
out that previous RF studies measured the tuning only to
‘onset’ responses whereas they analyzed discharges during the entire 250ms duration of the tones. Therefore,
to some extent, RF plasticity could consist of facilitated
responses to short-latency discharges followed by relative
suppression of longer latency discharges at the frequency
of the CS.

Implications

for frequency

maps

Frequency-specific
RF plasticity has implications for the
representation
of frequency across primary auditory cor-
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Fig. 1. The effects of learning upon receptive fields in the primary audttory cortex of the waking guinea pig. (a) An example of CS-specific
receptive field modification produced by classical conditioning. In the case illustrated, the CS frequency became the best frequency (BF).
(i) Pre-conditioning
the BF was 9.5 kHz (open arrowhead) and the CS was selected to be 9.0 kHz (closed arrowhead) for conditioning,
which produced behavioral conditioned
responses to this frequency (not shown). (ii) One hour post-conditioning,
the CS frequency
became the BF due to increased response to this frequency and decreased response to the pre-conditioning
BF and other frequencies.
(iii) The receptive field difference function (post- minus pre-RFs) shows that conditioning
produces the maximal increase at the CS
frequency and maximal decrease at the pre-training best frequency. Open circles show no systematic effect on spontaneous
activity.
Modified from 161. (b) Group receptive field mean (f
standard error) difference functions
(treatment minus control) for three types
of training. (i) Conditionrng
produces increased response at the frequency of the conditioned stimulus
and decreases at most other
frequencies starting at 0.25 octaves from the CS frequency (‘side-band suppression’).
(ii) Sensitization
training produces a broad, nonspecific increase in response across the auditory receptive field, both for auditory and visual sensitization
training. Modified from [81.
(iii) Habituation produces a frequency-specific
decrease for a frequency which developed a decrement in response due to repeated
presentation
alone. Note the high degree of specificity; frequencies 0.125 octaves from the repeated frequency were little affected.
Modified from [91.
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[ 181. These effects are COmptof the CS frequencies
ible with the idea that RF plasticity favors processing
of the CS (F Gonzalez-Lima, personal communication),
Also, there are preliminary reports of CS-specific modifications of metabolic activity in the auditoty cortex for
discriminated appetitive [ 19**] and aversive conditioning
and instrumental avoidance training ( [14-e] ; H Scheich, C
Simonis, Sot Neurosci Ahst 1991, 17:451). CS-specific increased metabolic activity has also been reported for an
appetitively rewarded acoustic localization task in layer TV
of the auditory cortex of the rat [ 201.
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RF plasticity in learning has also been studied in the
medial geniculate nucleus, which consists of three ma
jot- nuclei that project to auditory cortical fields. The
ventral medial geniculate nucleus (MGv) is the lemniscal thalamic auditory nucleus, containing narrowly-tuned
cells and providing tonotopically-organized
input to the
middle layers of primary tonotopic fields of the auditory
cortex. During classical conditioning,
its neurons do not
develop changed responses to the CS [ 21-241. Receptive
fields obtained from the MGv before and after cardiac
conditioning
in the guinea pig revealed only restricted,
highly transient modifications of RFs [25].
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Fig. 2. An example of the effects of discrimination
trainfng on
frequency receptive fields (FRF) from a unit in primary auditory
cortex of the gerbil. (a) Before and (b) after pairing of 1 kHz tones
repeatedly (30 times) with a mild electrocutaneous
tail stimulus. Arrows denote increased responses to frequencies
lower
and higher than the CS frequency. On-responses
(stimulus
duration 250 ms) to tone bursts of 70-75 db SPL were integrated
over 10 repetitions. There is no change of response to the BF nor
to the conditioned frequency but to frequencies neighboring the
conditroned frequency on the slope of the FRF. In other units this
‘sideband effect’ was seen as well as a general drop of response
to all frequencies. Redrawn with permission
of the authors from
[14-1.

tex. Specifically, it had been hypothesized that the representation of a learned behaviorally significant frequency
should increase [ 151. A recent study supports the general
conception. Owl monkeys trained over several months in
a difftcult frequency discrimination task for a food reward
show increased representation
for the frequency band
within which discriminations
were made [ 16**].
Measures of metabolic activity that provide the spatial distribution of learning effects during training trials, also reveal specific learning-induced
effects in frequency representation (for review see [17]). Rats trained with tone
followed by aversive stimulation of the midbrain reticular formation exhibit increased uptake of 2-deoxyglu
case in the parts of the auditory cortex representative

The magnocellular
medial geniculate
nucleus (MGm)
is the non-lemniscal
auditory input, containing broadly
tuned cells and providing nontonotopic
input to the
upper layers of all auditory cortical fields, primary and
nonprimary.
During classical conditioning,
its neurons
very quickly develop increased
responses
to the CS
[21-24,261, Following classical conditioning, but not sensitization training, RFs in the MGm are modified to favor
the CS frequency; this retuning is highly specific, associative and not transient [ 11,24,27**], In fact, RF plasticity
in the MGm is present
after a 45 day retention interval [28]. This plasticity can also be expressed with animals under general anesthesia [29], Because their RFs
are tuned much more broadly than are those of auditory
cortical cells, it seems unlikely that the cortical RF plasticity is simply ‘projected’ from the MGm. Further detailed
experiments
are required to elucidate the functional relationships between the MGm and the auditory cortex.
The dorsal medial geniculate nucleus (MGd) projects to
secondary cortical fields. It has been little studied during
conditioning, but there is some evidence of conditioning
and discrimination
effects in this nucleus [24]. During
conditioning,
frequencyspecific
RF plasticity develops,
is associative and is retained in the MGd of the guinea
pig [ 301. Its relation to RF plasticity in secondary auditory cortex has not been. studied.
Frequency specific metabolic changes have also been
found for conditioning
[ 20,31-341 and habituation
[35]
throughout the subcortical auditory system. These findings contrast with the lack of neurophysiological
plasticity
during training [21&24] and also minimal and transient
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plasticity of RFs [25] in the MGv, which might be expected to reflect the plasticity of lower auditory structures However, many metabolic studies use hundreds
of training trials. If RF plasticity develops rapidly in the
auditory cortex but more slowly in the subcortical lemniscal auditory system, then this plasticity would not be
detected in the MGv during the smaller number of trials
used in neurophysiological
studies [21-251. Understanding the relationships between metabolic effects and neurophysiological findings of RF plasticity will benefit from
greater similarity of experimental
paradigms.

Possible role of cholinergic
learning-induced

mechanisms

RF plasticity

in

nists produces pairing-specific
these are blocked by atropine

tuning
[ 381,

shifts of RFs and

Stimulation
of the nucleus
basalis (NB), the major
source of neocortical acetylcholine, can modulate various
evoked responses in the auditory c ,ltex that endure after cessation of application and are blocked by atropine.
These include facilitation of field potentials, cellular discharges and excitatory postsynaptic
potentials (EPSPs)
elicited by medial geniculate stimulation
[39,400*], and
specific facilitation of neuronal discharges to paired tones
in anesthetized and in waking rats ( [41*]; E Hennevin, JM Edeline, B Hars, C Maho, abstract 40, Fifth Conference
on the Neurobiology
of Learning and Memory, Irvine,
October 1992; J-M Edeline, B Hars, C Maho, E Hennevin,
unpublished
data).

in the auditory

cortex
Studies of acetylcholine (ACh) support the notion that it
has a role in learning-induced
RF plasticity in the auditory
cortex. Iontophoretic
application of muscarinic agonists
produces atropine-sensitive
modification of tuning of RFs
that endures well beyond the period of ACh application [36]. Similar effects are found for the application
of anticholinesterases,
indicating that endogenous
ACh
can modify frequency receptive fields [ 371. Pairing one
tone with iontophoretic
application of muscarinic agoAuditory
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A model, consistent with many findings reviewed here
and elsewhere, suggests that CS-specific receptive field
plasticity is produced by the convergence
of three systems in the auditory cortex: auditory lemniscal, from the
MGv; auditory non-lemniscal
from the MGm; and cholinergic from the NB. The three systems interact during con-
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Conclusion

rules applied
to ret-eptive
field plasticity
during
conditioning
and habituation
Pre-synaptic

changes

habituation)

cell

CS frequency

I+

Conditioning: During

each trial (CS-US),
the CS frequency
is the only active frequency
input, and the US depolarizes
the cell. Therefore,
CS synapses are strengthened
(1) and
non_CS synapses are weakened
(2).

Habituation: During each trial (‘CS’ alone), the CS
frequency
is the only active frequency
input, but the
absence of the US results in a lack of postsynaptic
depolarization.
Therfore, CS synapses are weakened
(3) but
non-CS synapses are unchanged
(4).

&cent receptive field studies reveal that classical condi~
tioning produces associative, rapidly developing
(min
utes), enduring (8 weeks) and highly specific modification of the representation
of spectral information in the
primary auditory cortex. Cooperativity of facilitation of
discharges to a signal frequency and decreased responses
to other frequencies is suggested by their simultaneous
and very rapid development.
Muscdrinic and non-lem
niscal auditoq thalamic processes may be involved. RF
plasticity may underlie learning-induced
modifications of
spatial frequency maps. The occurrence
of representational plasticity during learning in the adult challenges
pure feature-detection
views of primaly sensory cortex.
Expanded investigation of learning-induced
RF plasticit)
should promote a better understandin<: of the relationships among sensoq, perceptual, learning and memor)
functions of the auditory cortex in particular, and perhaps of sensory cortex in general (42**]
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Fig. 4. Application

of extended Hebbian Rules to RF plastic&y for
classical conditionq
and habituation.
Simple combinations
of
presynaptic and postsynaptic elements, each of which can be in
an active or non-active
state might account
for the effects of
conditioning
on CS and non-CS synaptic strengths and for the
effects of habituation on the repeated and non-repeated
stimuli.
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